
sanding block to achieve a uniform
3/16” leading edge and 1/8” trailing
edge. This process may seem daunting
but in practise it’s over in a few
minutes, and depending on how much
of a perfectionist you are the resulting
panels are smooth, light and very
pleasing. By the way, don’t be tempted
to sand washout into the section as it
really isn’t necessary.

Round off the leading and trailing
edges slightly and mark out the
ailerons, which are then carefully
removed with a sharp modelling knife
and straight edge. There’s the choice
of either rounding off or chamfering
the leading edge of the ailerons; I
prefer to chamfer them (allowing
12mm od downward movement
measured at the inboard end) as this
makes for a much smoother upper
wing surface. Trim a shaving off one
end of each aileron to give sufficient
room for the covering material and
decide on your hinge method. The
prototype used ‘hairy paper’ type
cyano hinges but tape or Mylar hinge
methods will do just as well.

With the relatively deep thickness of
balsa it’s easy to cut a groove and
completely bury a 2mm threaded
aileron torque rod within, capping over
with a piece of scrap balsa. I know
some people are horrified at the
thought of a torque rod running in
plain balsa, even though it is totally
reliable. So, if you insist, the balsa is
deep enough to take a commercial
torque rod arrangement complete with
journal tube. It’s also refreshing to be
able to use conventional black plastic
screw-on horns on the thread - when
will a suitable 400-size arrangement
be available I wonder?

After capping the rod the ailerons
are drilled and grooved to slide over
the torque rods and checked for free
movement. Permanent gluing and
pegging of the hinges shouldn’t be

done until after covering. Before
joining the two panels, draw
round the root faces to be joined
on a piece of card and mark them
‘left’ and ‘right’. These templates
will be used later on as guides
for cutting the wing seat from the
fuselage sides.

U/C OR NOT?
Now’s the time to decide whether
you wish to have the removable
undercarriage option. (I only
recommend the undercarriage
version for either AXI or more
powerful geared examples, as the
extra weight and drag may just
be too much for lower power
units and ground clearance will
not allow props above 11”
diameter). If you do want the
undercarriage, it will be
necessary to mark and carefully
remove 1/8” of material (to
accommodate the two mounting plates
shown) from the underside of the wing
using a scalpel and a very sharp wood
chisel (no mallets please!) Be very
careful not to go through the upper
surface of the wing, especially with the
rearmost square.

With this done, dry-fit the 1/8” birch
ply mounting plates and when happy
that they will end up flush with the
lower wing surface, glue them in place
using 5-minute epoxy or PVA (don’t
use cyano here). The holes for the
saddle clamps can then be drilled
where shown; these hold the simple
10swg piano wire undercarriage legs
in place. Bending these legs isn’t easy
so use a vice and hammer to get
accurate bends. Be careful to set up
the undercarriage for correct wheel
alignment and add 1/16” ply u/c
fairings if desired. Finally the wing
panels can be joined and reinforced
using the two 1/8” birch ply dihedral
braces. This can be a fiddly job, so
proceed as follows:

Chamfer the root panel faces so that
they meet with 100% contact area and
40mm of dihedral under each tip. If
using lower power such as a geared
600 can motor you can increase the
dihedral to 50mm under each tip for
extra stability, but this will make the
model less aerobatic. Making sure the
slots left by the spacing strips line up
exactly, butt-join the two wing panels
using 5-minute epoxy (not cyano as it’s
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Whilst the
original Speed
400 Tucano could
be described as
‘cartoon scale’,
this one’s best
described as
‘near scale’, and
very well she
looks too.

“
”

...the model has the most
impeccable manners you’ll ever

find; fast aerobatics or slow, nose-
up passes, it’s completely viceless.
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